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Testimonials

‘Deciding to change our Nursery Photographer 

was a leap of faith from the reliable and predictable.

Choosing Go West has taken our photography into

another dimension;  creating contemporary and stylish

images of happy, relaxed children.  Parents are offered

a choice of poses, styles and sizes at competitive 

prices which leaves them returning for more on our

specially organised Family Photography Days which 

are excellent fund raising opportunities.

Carolyn takes away the stress of organisation and

administration, whist Tony achieves an ambience of

creating happy, relaxed portraits – leaving us all to 

take the credit from our happy parents!

A thoroughly professional, reliable and inspiring

combination - thank you Go West, the best move 

we could have made.’

Jo Glazebrook, Maidstone 
Lenham Nursery School

‘Go West Photography provide an extremely 

efficient service, reducing the workload for our 

school administrative team and I would not 

hesitate in recommending them’.

Janet Herbert, Maidstone 
East Borough Primary School

Carolyn and Tony have brought a whole new

dimension to photo time at Tiny Tots Nursery. 

Not only have the children grown to love the photo

sessions, and that includes even the most reluctant 

of children, both Carolyn and Tony seem to have 

the knack of being able to bring out the best in the

children during the session. In so doing the parents 

are then presented with a fabulous selection of 

photos to choose from. Well done you two we look

forward to welcoming you back to Tiny Tots very soon.

Amand Franklin, Bearsted
Tiny Tots Nursery
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Smile
20% commission to the school and no administration!

Go West Photography a family business 

based in Maidstone.  We pride ourselves on 

our personal and modern approach to School

Photography and some of the aspects that we

consider set us apart include:

• Bringing child portrait photography

into the 21st Century with an original, 

fresh style

• Paying schools 20% commission

on all sales

• Organising the whole process -

no administration for staff whatsoever!

• Handling all the photography ourselves –

without using sub-contract photographers

• Offering great value with versatile

packages to suit all concerned

• Using the latest digital technology

• Covered by professional indemnity

and public liability insurance

• Photographers are Police checked

Providing an excellent service is extremely

important to us and we endeavour to 

be personally available throughout your 

association with our Company.

We do not remember days;
we remember moments GOWEST
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Working together 
with nursery schools
Early memories!

For Nurseries Go West Photography take a little

more time than usual because we believe you can’t rush

the photography of this age group and expect to get the

very best pictures.  We usually take 10-15+ photos of

each child in a variety of different poses and also some

with siblings and friends.  We bring posing stools, baby

supports and a selection of colourful balls and toys 

to make the session fun – to ensure the 

capture of those special moments.

Parents can order from a variety of packages by 

the form provided with their proof card or 

via our secure internet site - where only 

their child’s photographs can be seen.
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Go West Photography offers a completely

administration-free service for your school while

offering parents a multiple choice of poses, print

sizes and quantities. We are accredited school

photographers and provide a modern and fresh

approach to this important day and use a white

background for these portraits.  

Class photos can be taken in traditional style or for

those who want something extra, we photograph

the children in small groups, creating a memorable

collage showing the children looking relaxed and

enjoying the company of their friends.

We provide complimentary photographs of 

all staff - printed to your requested size.

Photograph Days 
at Primary Schools
Children grow up so quickly, remember each step of their life!
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Eye Catching Portraits
at Secondary Schools
Smile with confidence!

Stylish photography and efficiency is the key 

to secondary school portraits.  

Go West Photography can provide either

individual image or multi-pose proof cards 

for parents to choose from.  With a variety 

of packages to select using the form 

provided with their proof card or via our 

secure internet site.

We provide the school with a disk of all the

images for easy import into the database.

There is no time consuming administration

required by staff for batch distributed

photography packs – we arrange it all.
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Your prom night will get an exceptional package

from Go West Photography with a

professional and highly experienced photographer,

a compact mobile digital photography studio and

the facilities on-site to view purchase, and take

away mounted prints the very same night!

We can take formal or informal posed portraits 

of individuals, couples and groups from their

arrival at the event and throughout the evening.

As well as being available on the night,

photographs can be ordered via our website.

School Proms
Looking good, feeling great!

Additional Ideas and Services

Why not book Go West Photography to

photograph your other School events? 

We could attend Sports Days, Tournaments,

School Plays, Trips or anything else that you 

and your pupils won’t want to forget.
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These photo sessions are fun for everyone - we

set up a mini photographic studio in the school

hall, usually on a weekend, for 15 minute slots 

for families and friends.  These special sessions 

also encourage grandparents and cousins to come

along and take advantage of the opportunity for 

a 'family portrait'.

We bring a variety of toys and props to ensure

we get the best from all involved and the photo

sessions are informal, relaxed and enjoyable.  

The results produce family images capturing the

stage of the children's lives that will last forever.

The sessions can be arranged at any time

Family Photography
Natural and fun!

throughout the year and a wide range of products

will be available - prints from size 6x4 to A2,

framed photographs, canvases, acrylics, key rings

and many other personal gifts.

The school receive 20% 

commission from all sales 

for their school funds.
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